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This program is to check the room seats and the scores for Washington University in St. Louis calculus exams.

1. When you run this program at the first time, it should ask you to enter your WU student ID and the course number you are taking the exam. This course number should be something like 131, 132, 233, 217, 2200 or 3200. You would not be
able to enter your WU student ID if you do not enter one of those valid course numbers. The program will remember your ID and course number so that next time you do not need to enter it again. If you are taking two calculus courses, you would have to enter them separately.

2. For the first option "Enter ID/Course No" in Settings, you may change your ID and course number at any time.

3. The second option "Check ID/Course No" allows you check what you entered at any time.

4. The third option "Remove ID/Course No." is for you to remove your ID/Course number stored in the system by default for your privacy.
5. The fourth option "Valid Course Numbers" lists which course number you may enter (to check scores). Apart from the abovementioned six course numbers, you may enter some new course numbers in the future by clicking the "+" sign at the top-right corner.

Disclaimer

This program is for the calculus students in Washington University in St. Louis to check their exam seats or multiple choice scores
ONLY. It may not work for all the calculus exams in this school. For your official scores, please check BlackBoard. There is NO warranty of any kind. Use it at your own risk.

You may send your questions or suggestions about this program to help@math.wustl.edu.